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Passive House Object 
Documentation 
 
Detached house with 4no. Bedrooms in Crawsfordsburn, Northern Ireland. 
 

 
 
Project Designer Mr Paul McAlister – Paul McAlister Architects Ltd 
Year of construction 2012/2013 
Cost of build £192,000.00 GBP 
Size of build 2340 sq/ft 
Method of Construction Timber Frame – SIP Panels 
  
This Passivhaus design has been designed to achieve the Passivhaus Institute Standards. 
The main living spaces such as the kitchen and the double height living room have been 
designed to the south elevation to maximise heat gain from the southern sun. This modern 
Passivhaus is situated on a cluster of farmyard buildings and its simple design is integrated 
into the surrounding context. 
 
Special Features:  Solar collectors for hot water 
 
U-Value Exterior Wall 0.115 W/(m2k) PHPP Annual 

heating demand 14kWh/(m2a) 

U-Value Roof 0.123 W/(m2k)   
U-Value Window 0.87 W/(m2k) PHPP primary 

energy Demand 
91kwh/(m2a) 

U-Value Floor 0.144 W/(m2k) Pressure Test n50 0.585h-1 
Heat Recovery 92%   
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Project description 
The design of a new sustainable family home in a rural context. The client requested 
that the dwelling be certified by the Passive House Institute in Germany. The project 
was achieved within a limited budget with low energy space heating and hot water 
systems achieving a SAP ‘A’ rating. 
 
Design statement 

The Passive house was allowed us to put into practice all of the sustainable 
credentials that we had been developing over the previous five years of practice. This 
Passivhaus focuses on ultra energy efficiency and internal comfort.  Sustainable 
considerations influenced the palette of materials; timber was used as the primary 
structure with SIP (Structural Insulated Panel) as the method of envelope 
construction. 

The quality of the design proposal was critical as the building was designed to reach 
Passivhaus standard.  Great care had to be taken with junctions and openings as air-
tightness is critical to Passivhaus certification. The PHPP software allowed the 
calculation of the heat-load and resulted in the primary heating being provided by a 
5Kw wood burning stove which is only required for 4 months of the year. Hot water is 
achieved by solar panels in the summer with a thermal store with integrated heat 
pump economically providing hot water in cooler months. 

The completed house and its commissioned systems are being monitored and early 
steady-state tests have shown that the house is performing as designed.  Ventilation 
is achieved using mechanical ventilation with heat recovery and this allows the heat 
produced within the building to be ‘recovered’ and reused ‘Passively’ heating the 
dwelling. Thermal mass also plays a part in reducing heat load, with large south 
facing windows capturing the heat of the sun adding considerably to the dwellings 
heating efficiency. 

The project was procured using a standard contract agreement as a lump sum tender 
process. The project is now Northern Irelands second privately owned Certified 
Passive House it was constructed on time and with virtually no additional costs 
during the build. This building is an example of how a technically advanced building 
may be built within a modest budget and in the same manner as a conventional 
house. 
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Rear of dwelling 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Front Entrance of dwelling 
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Dwelling on site 

 

Interior of dwelling 
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Floor Plans 
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Front Elevation 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Rear Elevation 
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Typical Section 
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Timber Frame – SIP Panels 

 

 

The drawing above was provided by SIPFIT which shows the manufacturing details and 

the panel layouts. 

Insulation 

Super insulation is obviously fundamental to Passivhaus construction. The passive 

house will have 225mm SIP panel walls and roof, and 200mm of high-performing 

Springvale Platinum Floorshield insulation in the floor. The junctions of these elements 

are of particular importance to prevent any heat loss. 
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Windows 

All windows and doors utilised in Passivhaus certified buildings have to meet certain 

performance criteria. The wall openings have been discussed in the previous diary entry 

but here we will detail the exact capabilities of the window and doors units. 

All the windows and doors were supplied by Munster Joinery/Baskil Window Systems. All 

the windows and doors have been certified by the Passivhaus Institut in Germany, 

assuring they meet the requirements necessary for Passivhaus certification and insuring their 

performance capabilities. 

Again the windows and doors have been modelled using PHPP software to analyse their 

performance. All windows and doors must perform as part of the overall building envelope 

and must achieve a total U-value equal or below 0.8W/(m2K). In our build the windows and 

doors achieve a U-value of 0.77 W/(m2K). (g-Value of 0.61) 

 

The glazing has a thickness of 52mm. The Glazing unit was made up of 4-20-4-20-4 Low-E 

0.05 uncorrected emissivity (SGG Planitherm Total +) Internal and central panes, 90% Argon 

, 10% Air filled, Float Outerpane (SGG planilux) glazing unit with Technoform TGI spacer bar 

with Polyurethane Secondary Seal. 

 

The frames are all grey finished PVC with 

easy clean friction hinges. All ironmongery is 

brushed satin finished aluminium. 

This photograph illustrates two of the windows 

in situ with the external timber cladding fitted. 
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MVHR Unit 

After much research we decided to use a Novus 300 unit, manufactured by Paul. This 
MVHR unit has an effective heat recovery rate of 93%. The system was installed at the 
Crawsfordsburn passive house, with the heat recovery unit being housed on the first 
floor, within its own purpose built store.  
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Ventilation Worksheet 
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Hot Water Heating 

 

The hot water is heated by means of two 

Solmatix solar panels installed on the 

south facing roof in the summer; these 

connect to a 300 litre thermal store. The 

ESP Ecocent indirect unvented air source 

heat pump will economically provide a 

back up for hot water production during 

the winter months. Solmatix provided and 

installed both the solar panels and the 

heat pump, alongside offering us vital 

advice and helping to produce an 

economic, low energy heating strategy for the passive house. The photo illustrates the 

solar panels when there were being installed, which occurred as the roof was being 

slated to prevent any retrofitting issues. 
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Space Heating 

The dwelling will be heated passively, utilising solar gains, energy given off by the day to 

day activities and recycled using the ventilation system. This system will transfer a 

calculated amount of heat throughout the house with smaller rooms needing no 

additional heat source due to the delivered temperature of the warm air. These ‘passive’ 

heat gains go a long way towards maintaining a comfortable temperature within the 

dwelling. The small amount of additional heat required in the winter months must be 

provided from an external source. 

In this case we have provided the additional heating in the 

living room by means of a 5kW wood burning stove. This 

is a RIKA Vitra passive house wood burning stove which 

is located in the double height living space. It is unique in 

that it is independent to the air in the room as it has its 

own ducted air source direct from outside. It has the 

capacity to provide active warmth to a space of 50-

110m3 using very low amounts of energy, whilst releasing 

minimal emissions. The photo illustrates the RIKA Vitra 

passive house wood burning stove. 

 

In additional to the wood burning stove, three Fondital towel radiators have also been 

installed in the bathrooms and ensuite to eliminate the problem of how to dry towels and 

perhaps clothes as there are no conventional radiators located within the passive house. 

These radiators are supplied from the 300 litre thermal store and are an efficient way of 

utilising the additional heat generated by the solar panels and heat pump. 
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Woodburning Stove Worksheet 
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Achieving Airtghtness 

The passive house was tested by Gareth Chambers 

from Airtightness Ireland Ltd. We prioritised 

airtightness from the very beginning of design 

detailing and throughout construction of the passive 

house. While our continual calculations allowed us to 

be quietly confident, we were nervous of the unknown 

and also intrigued to witness the testing process. 

The aim was to achieve the required Passivhaus 

airtightness standard of 0.6 air changes per hour at 

an air pressure difference of 50 Pascals. This 

requirement is about 16 times more airtight than the 

current Building Regulations. 

Airtightness is tested by closing all apertures such as 

windows, doors, mechanical ventilation and heat 

recovery ducting. A fan is then fitted to an external 

door opening to lower the air pressure within the 

building, making the difference between the internal 

and the external atmospheres 50 Pascals.  

We are delighted to report that the passive house 

exceeded our goals and achieved a result of 0.585 air 

changes per hour at an air pressure difference of 50 

Pascals! 

The first photograph illustrates the temporary airtight 

door screen and mounted fan used to gain the 

difference of 50 Pascals between internal and 

external air pressure. 

Roof/wall interfaces were addressed using pro clima 

air-tight membranes and tapes with plaster 

reinforcement e.g. CONTEGA PV. A layer of plaster 

formed the air-tight seal.  Specialist pro clima tapes 

(e.g. CONTEGA PV) were used to seal the floor 

perimeter. 
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Air test results 
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 Construction Details 
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Construction Details 
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Construction Details 
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Passive House Verification Worksheet 


